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Moderator: Megan Mitchell (Scalarama Glasgow, Matchbox Cineclub)  
 
Attendees:  Anna Kublik (Window Flicks), Alice Miller (Scalarama Leeds), Amanda Rogers 
(Cinetopia, Scalarama Edinburgh), Ben (Snowcat Cinema), Caris (Rianne Pictures), Casci 
Ritchie (Backseat Bingo), Gary (CineMor77), Greg Walker (Pilot Light TV Festival, Rad 
Screenings), Heather Bradshaw, Kate Coventry (Southern Exposure), Lauren Clarke 
(Femspectives), Maria Suarez-Alvarez (Radical Home Cinema), Megan Mitchell (Scalarama 
Glasgow, Matchbox Cineclub), Morvern Cunningham, Sam May (Red Thread Film Club), Sanne 
Jehoul (GSFF), Sean Welsh (Scalarama Glasgow, Matchbox Cineclub), Serena Scateni, 
Stephen (Red Thread Film Club) 
 
Welcome + Update on Scalarama 2020 plans  
Megan Mitchell opened the session by welcoming participants and guests, offering a breakdown 
of the running order of invited speakers, including Anna Kubelik from Window Flicks, Casci 
Ritchie from Backseat Bingo, Lauren Clark from Femspectives, Caris from Rianne Pictures, Ben 
from Snowcat Cinema, and Greg Walker of Pilot Light TV Festival. 
 
Sean Welsh updated the group on a special bonus Scalarama session taking place on May 
10th, 6pm, with the legendary programmer and author Kier-La Janisse in conversation. 
 
Megan then passed on information regarding drive-in cinemas passed on by Lisa Brook of Live 
Cinema UK.  
 
‘Though a drive in IS possible and our usual outdoor cinema suppliers are available and up for 
doing it, there are some major considerations for you. Drive ins are functioning such as this one 
in Manchester but there is considerable risk which you need to consider before moving forward. 
We are by no means legal experts, and as with everyone at the moment we don’t know what will 
happen day to day, but based on our experience in delivering outdoor events we have the 
following advice for you.’ 
  

Locations 
As described on our form, locations need ideally concrete surface and access to power. 
If you are unsure of suitable locations, our suppliers are more than happy to undertake 
site visits and talk through options with you. We can set up calls to do this. 
  
Cost 
Hire of kit (HD projection, large airscreen, wireless headphones or FM transmitter plus 
staff) will be in the region of £3000 per day but could be some wriggle room especially if 
booking multiple days. If you have 100 cars at £30 per car for example, this will just 
about cover cost for a single screening, so multiple screenings per day would be 
required. Profit would be likely negligible given the additional costs (see below) but you 
could certainly make a small profit if the size of your car park and number of venues 
allows. 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-drive-in-one-city-tickets-100424849428
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-drive-in-one-city-tickets-100424849428
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Additional costs 
Film licensing (Filmbank would be circa 35%), toilet hire (can be in excess of £1000 for 5 
cubicles), Temporary Events Notice (£21), box office  and steward staffing (unless your 
payrolled staff can work this under current contracts, or local council/car park owners 
can support) 
  
Temporary events notice 
All drive ins would need a TEN available from your local council. Without one, you can’t 
go ahead, and we are unsure whether any are being issued at the moment. It is advised 
you look for the event planning department on your local council website to see what the 
situation is. 
  
A note on toilets 
This is a big issue as not only would you need to hire portaloos if your space doesn’t 
have them which can be expensive, but we would recommend that they are sanitised 
between every use so would need attendants from the hire company. Some spaces may 
have open toilets available – if your identified space does have these, great! Just need 
to make sure sanitisation plan is in place. 
  
Lockdown 
The country may move to full lockdown at any time. Your drive in would have to comply 
with any stay at home orders if for example as per Italy, people are only allowed to leave 
their house for essential work, medical reasons or to buy supplies. If cancelled, 
depending on the contract you may need to still pay your suppliers or agree to 
reschedule. 
  
THAT SAID: anyone who would like to move forward on this after weighing up the risks 
we would be more than happy to support you in getting the best possible deal. We will 
also speak to Film Hubs about their interest in supporting drive ins, and will send 
updates should they believe risk is worth the reward of providing cinema of any kind 
during this awful time. If you want to do this later in the summer regardless, as I know 
some of you do, when hopefully things will be getting back to normal, let’s have a convo 
as many of the problems above will be relieved once the Covid-19 peak is over. 
  
Please feel free to get in touch with Lisa at lisa@livecinema.org.uk if you have any 
further questions.  
 

Exhibitors Roundtable 
Anna Kubelik from Window Flicks spoke about their Berlin-based outdoor screening project 
which came to take place during pandemic lockdown as a way to continue to give audiences 
communal experience and support cinemas through fund and awareness-raising. Window Flicks 
takes submissions of possible venues, perpendicular walls in courtyard housing or facing flats, 

mailto:lisa@livecinema.org.uk
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and twice a week goes to spaces to screen films onto walls. They are working with independent 
Berlin cinemas, who have arranged licenses for five films for them so far. Anna notes how 
successful the project has been thanks in part to media coverage and Wim Wenders support 
when they screened Wings of Desire. Anna also suggests Scottish exhibitors look towards a 
model Berlin indie cinemas have, of a collective stakeholdership to increase buying/negotiating 
powers when it comes to licenses or titles. 
 
Lauren Clarke of Femspectives spoke about their weekly watch-along series 
#FemspectivesAtHome, which uses a model of audiences voting on which women-made film 
they would like to collectively watch on Netflix each week. The collective viewing is 
accompanied by a tweet-along and then Femspectives host a Zoom discussion the following 
night. Lauren noted that this has been personally beneficial for them as well audiences, as they 
have felt rejuvenated and connected with audiences again. Femspectives are going to continue 
with this model, although Lauren does highlight that due to access issues around the internet 
that some marginalised groups they would usually endeavour to engage with may be missed 
out. Overall, it has been a really positive activity. Megan noted that many Femspectives were 
the first Scottish based exhibitor to really take on a frequent online activity and have done so in 
a really inspiring way.  
 
Caris of Rianne Pictures, who is working with Screen Queen to deliver online quizzes via Zoom, 
echoed sentiment around wanting to maintain a shared community. Their quizzes were geared 
towards people who don’t need to be film buffs, and Caris actively encourages people to 
engage because it wouldn’t be hard. Quiz attendees were sharing their film knowledge and 
stayed online for up to an hour after the quiz was over to continue to chat. They will be stepping 
away from quizzes from the minute however as they feel there is a lot of online activity which 
isn’t quite curated or pointed towards specific audiences, instead, they are looking at how they 
might deliver their planned film festival and make positive online community spaces.  
 
Ben from Snowcat Cinema in Wales joined us to discuss how he’s taken Snowcat’s curatorial 
approach online. Ben has been using Twitter to promote daily Freeview recommendations and 
is working through this physical media collection, a letter a day, on Youtube. Ben has taken a 
personal approach to the online content which has received really positive responses, with 
audiences engaging in-depth about shared film experiences. Ben is also just about to begin a 
weekly radio show which will feature similarly curated recommendations and film soundtracks.  
 
Casci Ritchie of Backseat Bingo had hosted her first online watch-along this week, in 
celebration of Prince on the date of his passing. Casci introduced the film with an illustrated 
Zoom talk, exploring the fashion of the film and Prince. This was Zoom-bombed, with graphic 
images shared. Casci was open about this being a negative experience, but she had got back 
on track to finish the talk and continued to tweet-along with the film. Megan thanked Casci for 
being so honest and shared similar fears around new technologies and issues we’re all facing.  
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Film Licenses  
Megan shared Matchbox’s Basic Guide to Film Licenses and then welcomed Greg Walker, 
founder of Pilot Light TV Festival and RAD Film Screenings, Festival Coordinator of Manchester 
Animation Festival, to join us to discuss how to secure the legal rights to screen films.  
Greg pre-recorded an instructional video, subtitled for access, below.  
 
Following on from the video Megan and Greg discussed how to approach possible leads in 
license holders, tips for negotiating and how the future of licenses, the new online sphere, is still 
yet to be fully formed.  
 
AOB 
Megan spoke about a Zoom session Film Hub Scotland’s will be hosting (27/04) on marketing, 
with herself, Amanda Rodgers and Glasgow Film Theatre and urged anyone who would be 
interested to sign up.  
 
Next meeting date + outline 
The next roundtable will be on the 24th of May and will cover new models of online screenings 
and distribution, with guests from the NorthWest Film Forum, Spectacle Theatre, Factory 24, 
Yorck Kinogroup and more.  
 
Kier-La Janisse will be in conversation, live on Facebook, with Matchbox and invited 
programmer guests on the 10th of May from 6pm.  


